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Matthew,
Please see draft text for an email covering the suggested changes to the ’scheme delivery managers’. Not sure it’s quite there but I
thought I’d send you something you can play with.., feel free to change as required!
Luis
As you know, the authority has recently been asked by DECC to consider the administration of ECO, a key component of the Green Deal,
which is due to go live on the Ist October. This change means that David Fletcher will need to fully concentrate on ECO to conduct a
feasibility study. In addition to this, in an effort to establish clear accountability and simplify the way we organise ourselves and how we
interact with of other parts of e-serve like EP and IT, RO Sustainability and RO Banding will be managed as a single scheme by Laura
Missingham, who successfully applied for a temporary promotion. This also gives Keith the opportunity to manage NI RHI if we are
successful, on top of his responsibility as FITs scheme delivery manager. In order to ensure this is done with sufficient handovers, we will
move gradually to the new arrangements, that will be completed in time for the start of the new financial year on 1st April. We don’t
foresee changes in the rest of the team and will review these arrangements after the completion of the ECO feasibility phase.
Luis Castro
Head of Development
New Scheme Development
9 Millbank
London
SW1P 3GE
Tel: 0207 90:[ 3872
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Thanks. Sorry I couldn’t pick it up last night. I might still circulate something for those who didn’t make the meeting today,
Matthew Harnack
Associate Director, Commercial
New Scheme Development
9 Millbank
London
SWlP 3GE
Tel: 020 7901 7218

From: Luis Castro
Sent: 08 March 2012 18:32
To-’ Matthew Harnack
Subje~: Changes in Schemes delivery managers - draft email
Matthew,
Please see draft text for an email covering the suggested changes to the ’scheme delivery managers’. Not sure it’s quite there but I
thought I’d send you something you can play with.., feel free to change as required!
Luis
As you know, the authority has recently been asked by DECC to consider the administration of ECO, a key component of the Green Deal,
which is due to go live on the ist October. This change means that David Fletcher will need to fully concentrate on ECO to conduct a
feasibility study. In addition to this, in an effort to establish clear accountability and simplify the way we organise ourselves and how we
interact with of other parts of e-serve like EP and IT, RO Sustainability and RO Banding will be managed as a single scheme by Laura
Missingham, who successfully applied for a temporary promotion. This also gives Keith the opportunity to manage NI RHI if we are
successful, on top of his responsibility as FITs scheme delivery manager. In order to ensure this is done with sufficient handovers, we will
move gradually to the new arrangements, that will be completed in time for the start of the new financial year on 1st April. We don’t
foresee changes in the rest of the team and will review these arrangements after the completion of the ECO feasibility phase.
Luis Castro
Head of Development
New Scheme Development
9 Millbank
London
SWIP 3GE
Tel: 0207 901 3872
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